
FiberBAR Fiber Fence Intrusion Prevention System

 Aesthetic intrusion detection
solutions

 The specially designed fence used
to protect waterpipes, vents,
windows and other location

 It can work even completely
submerged underwater

 The bending and cutting of the
fence will trigger the alarm

 Very low rate of false positive, it
can be neglected

 Maintenance free

Efficient Protection
 FiberBAR is an efficient, anti intrusion fiber detection fence, dedicated to the protection of water pipes,

windows, ditches and other similar gaps. Its operating temperature is less demanding, even fully submerged
in the water can still work properly.

 FiberBAR instead of the traditional physical fence, strengthen protection ability. Any cutting, dismantling
fence parts or the whole fence can immediately sealed by FiberBAR built-in photoelectric conversion device
perception.

 The most unique and notable feature of FiberBAR is any intrusion attempts, even if only bending a fence
can be detected immediately.

Alone or Networking Operation
Through fiber or multicore cable transmission signal, FiberBAR can be used stand-alone or networked to the
central controller. When detecting any intrusion will trigger the central controller with a video or audio alarm.

Integrated in The Perimeter Intrusion Detection System
FiberBAR can be integrated into the fence intrusion detection system to broaden the system protection surface.
In a system, the FiberBAR can be connected to any central controller.
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FiberBAR Fiber Fence Intrusion Prevention System

Independent Small System
FiberBAR can use a local control unit to manage up to 16 detection fences, forming a small system. This
configuration is suitable for amendment and supplement the entire perimeter system.

Completely Maintenance Free
Fiber BAR will never fail, completely maintenance free. It is a unique design can be opened within the
framework, in order to clean up anti-clogging of the waterways.

FiberBAR Technical specification
Specification
Technical specifications

Size Size can be customized according to user needs

Subject material Stainless steel SS304 (BOSCH Rexroth profile optional)

Power supply 18 to 36VDC, the maximum current 100mA

Intrusion detection method Photoelectric conversion mechanism

Transmission mode Fiber or multi core cable

Structure design Unique design can be opened within the framework

False positive rate Virtually zero

FOST unit - fiber sensor transceiver device

The FOST unit is used for processing the fiber signal in the outdoor use transceiver.
◆Input:1 channel fiber and 1 dry contact

◆ Input voltage: 18 ~ 36VDC

◆ Working current: maximum 100mA, relay and LED when the alarm works

◆ Output: 1channel relay, normally open passive dry contact (10A @ 30VDC)

◆ Data communication: RS-422 communication interface

◆Case: 222 x x145 55 mm, 1.1 kg
◆ This device is suitable for the application of the device in the detection system of any fence intrusion, which
by weakening sensing fiber signals as a basis to trigger the alarm. Cable for connecting the FOST unit has the
following characteristics:
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◆ Tensile, corrosion resistance, suitable for outdoor harsh environment
◆ Insertion loss：≤0.2dB (including repeatability)
◆ Return loss: singlemode APC≥60dB, singlemode UPC≥50dB, multimode≥30dB
◆ Mating cycles:> 1000 times
◆ Tensile strength: 0 ~ 15Kg
◆The FOST unit controls a fiber, and transmits data to the control center through the RS-422

channel or the passive dry contact
◆ The FOST unit can be installed in an outdoor waterproof case with a tamper proof switch

Alarm trigger condition

External force acting on the fence≥50kg, or two adjacent vertical railings opened≥200mm; or cut the fence p

ole, remove the fence.

Input

1 channel

1 channel fiber tamper switch.

output
Alarm signal relay: a normallycontact

Contact capacity:
10A @30VDC

Data communication input a

nd output:RS-422

Input voltag
18～36VDC

Quiescent current power consumption
10mA

Working current: maximum 100mA, relay and LED when the alarm works

Transient suppression
Data or power input and relay output nodes are protected

Control
the output relay through communication lines.
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Environmental Requirement

In the following environmental conditions can still maintain high performance:

Temperature range (standard): -20ºC～ +85ºC

Temperature range (also available): -40ºC～ +85ºC

Submerged in water Completely submerged in water can still work

Humidity 20%～95% condensation

Fiber Fence Probe Typical Structure FunctionFeature and Some Typical Dimension Diagrams

* Parameters are subject to change without notice *
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